[Characteristics of limb movementss, intensity of integral afferent impulse flow from limb receptors and level of polarization of primary afferent endings during locomotion of highly decerebrate cats].
Correlations between parameters of electrical muscle activity, changes of joint angles of the hindlimb, intensity of afferent inflow and dorsal root potential during real locomotion were studied in highly decerebrate cats. Characteristics of the hindlimb movements before and after deafferentation were described. It has been shown that during locomotion the afferent activity consisted of two components: tonic and periodic phase ones. In the latter one three principal waves can be distinguished, each inducing appropriate changes in primary afferent terminals polarization level. These changes in their turn, were summated with those elicited by central generator. Correlation dependences between parameters of the above mentioned processes were investigated. Mechanisms of afferent control of the locomotor generator function are discussed.